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Abstract 

 

Urban Design and 

the Melting Pot of Foreign Workers in South Korean Cities 

 

We-Jae Yi, M.A.  

The University of Texas at Austin, 2009 

 

Supervisor: Gene Burd 

  

 

The first story explores how the wave of social change that craves creative 

space design and integration has improved and is improving Seoul city's environment 

and Seoulites' lives. Focusing on Design Seoul project - Seoul's scenery 

reconstructing plans, the first story reports the whole city-level renovations happening 

in terms of space and people's minds and its positive influences on South Korean's 

lives. The second story investigates the changing phase of Korean society caused by 

growing number of foreign workers from Southeast Asia and China in the last 10 

years as Korean society has become a more multi-racial community. The story shows 

the issues raised by the social change and works to be done. Combining the two 

feature stories, this report addresses how Korean society is changing in various 

aspects in the 21th century. 
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Space Design to Revitalize a City 

 

Broken Window Theory 

 

The film “Gangs of New York” (2003) portrays the slums of Wall Street during the 

early 1840s. During this time, Wall Street was full of crime such as conflicts amongst 

gangs, frauds, gamblers, murders, and prostitutes.  

Such chaos continued until the 1980s. New York served as a main port of entry for 

many immigrants from all over the world. Those who did not belong in the mainstream 

American Caucasian community suffered from all kinds of immigrants’ crime. 

Journalists portrayed New York City as rotten big apple. 

Pyo Chan-Won, a professor of The Korean Police Academy mentioned that, “New 

York City has once been a notoriously high crime rate city until the 1980s when the city 

almost went bankrupt because several factories, companies and offices moved out of 

New York City.” 

What about New York City nowadays? Today New York is the center of finance, 

fashion, performance art and cultural events. New York is also a city that holds United 

Nations headquarters; an organization that symbolizes peace for humanity. 

What did New York have to go through for such incredible reformation? Former New 

York Mayor, Rudolph Giuliani played an essential role for such change. Inaugurated in 

the early 1990s, Giuliani conducted an aggressive reformation project of New York City.  

Instead of increasing the number of the New York police force, Rudolph Giuliani 

decided to re-design the city into a crime free structure. Giuliani and his office started to 

improve the interior of subway stations where New York citizens were reluctant to go 

due to crime and disorder. They cleared up the violent graffiti and filth that filled the city, 
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and replaced these remnants with art works. About sixty art works and murals including 

Roy Lichtenstein’s decorated stations from Broadway 42nd street to 8th street. As the 

new image of a clean subway was established, the crime rates at subway stations declined 

dramatically. Although Giuliani’s strategy called ‘Zero Tolerance’ played an important 

role in reducing the crime rate, experts analyze that the renovation of city subways and 

art works ultimately initiated the social change.  

The theoretical background of this reformation of New York is called ‘Broken 

Windows’ theory which a sociologist James Wilson and George Kelling introduced in 

1982. Wilson observed a house with a few broken windows in New York. When the 

windows were not repaired, it led to more smashed panes in the neighborhood. After such 

analyzation Wilson carried out an experiment with some criminologists. They broke 

windows and repaired them soon after the event under the same condition and 

environment. When such immediate repair happened windows in other buildings were 

not broken. These criminologists realized that people are sensitive to the surroundings of 

his or her environment; criminologists also discovered that those who are crime free are 

inclined to violate rules in conditions conductive to crime or illegal behaviors. Thus, a 

small change in a space or location guided an immediate change in people’s life pattern. 

 

How South Korea Adopts the Theory? 

  

The Broken Windows theory of how a change of environment changes the people is 

beginning to influence South Korea. Such change became the motivation for the 

‘Opening of Fence Movement’ that the local governments have eagerly implemented 

recently. The movement started in order to make the narrow side streets look wider at 
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first. Experts, however, diagnosed that crime rates decreased significantly after removing 

the fences that surrounded homes for security purposes.  

Matter in fact, earlier Koreans lived without high and thick fences. Neighborhoods 

were so friendly that Koreans used the expression, ‘neighbor cousin (neighbors are as 

close as cousins).’ As the society became industrialized and anonymous, people began to 

build fences around their homes with fear of thieves, unfamiliar neighbors, and anyone 

who may break into his or her home. As a result or increasing protections of personal 

property, it seemed as though more crime occurred in the neighborhoods with more 

fences. The fence to prevent crime ironically invited more criminals inside the fence. 

Once a criminal jumped into the fence, no one could see him, enabling him or her to 

commit more crime behind closed fence. After few neighborhoods removed fences like 

American neighborhoods robbery decreased due to more witnessing neighbors. 

A similar case such as this had been reported in Mangwon-dong, Mapogu district in 

Seoul. This district had been excluded from several urban development plans, and had 

dark and abandoned areas which were often exposed to adolescent crime. As part of the 

public art project of Seoul City, murals were painted on the buildings and the district 

completely redressed itself. Mikyeong Kim, a resident of the district stated; “The 

atmosphere of our district totally changed. I was uncomfortable with unsanitary 

conditions and the dark streets at night before, but it is as pretty as an art work. It is not 

merely my individual pleasure. Everyone in this area can share the view, and that makes 

me happier.” 

Near the sports park of the district, there was a container box in the dark. Middle 

school students and adolescents attempted several petty crimes in this shattered 

infrastructure. . Litter accumulated day by day. After covering the box with an art work, 

the area became a comforting playground for children and adolescents. Children are now 
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able to see the beautiful art craft on their way to school instead of cement walls. 

Regularly, parents spend time with children and take casual walks around this region. As 

the resident stated, it is hard for one to search for the darkness that Mangwon-dong once 

had. 

One of the noticeable aspects of the public art project in Mangwon-dong is the 

residents’ active participation. For some murals in this neighborhood, housewives and 

children participated in drawings and paintings. A resident I met on the street in 

Mangwon-dong said, “It is one of our greatest achievements that we recover our pride of 

our neighborhood. At first, we felt embarrassed to show our town to others since it is a 

relatively poor neighborhood. But once we opened our mind to the project, we became 

pleased ourselves. Children can see their own work dedicated for our town when they 

pass by, and they seem look proud of the neighborhood and their own contribution to the 

environment.” According to the resident, it used be shameful to live in a poor 

neighborhood, but their love for the town has grown during the process while improving 

the environment of their neighborhood. This positive attitude has vitalized the whole 

town.  

An old public elementary school in Seodaemun-gu was reborn by a similar public art 

project with decorations of art crafts made of tiles. Miso Lim who participated in making 

the art craft said, “People feel stressed, and conflict with others due to unnecessary 

quarrels, competition, and relative alienation. Now as the art and culture takes place 

amongst the community, our society became more flexible. Once art and culture begins 

to play a role in a society, such additions hopefully will play a role of unity and happiness 

in a society.” 

The public art project is special since it revitalizes the gloominess and transforms it 

into a completely different vibe. It is obvious that space affects human behaviors and 
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emotions, considering that people feel comfortable at a church although they are not 

Christians. Professor Sanghyun Ji of Visual Design at Hansung University mentioned, 

“As a gothic cathedral with a small entrance and high ceilings makes us feel as if we 

were in the huge cave or shelter, people feel differently depending on what space they are 

in.”  

The general consensus is that a space affects human activity and mentality as seen 

from soothing sensations we receive in a cathedral regardless of our faith orientation.  

In Old Boy, a Korean movie awarded Grand Prix at the 2004 Cannes Film Festival, a 

cold blooded character who is full of vengeance lives in the top floor of the building that 

has glass walls all around. His sharp and dungeon like dark space symbolizes the unstable 

power and the unstable personality of the character. Also, the space itself can affect the 

person with these psychological implications.  

  

The Change of Seoul, the Biggest City in Korea 

  

The city of Seoul acknowledges the importance of city environment which is 

inseparable from people’s lives today, and therefore the city engages more actively in the 

design of city space. Seoul mayor, Se-hoon Oh, pronounced that he would promote Seoul 

as a ‘Design City’ at his inauguration in July 2006. In May 2007, Seoul metropolitan 

government appointed Young-Gull Kwon, former dean of College of Fine Arts at Seoul 

National University, as a deputy mayor and launched Seoul Design Headquarters, 

evidently showing its passion for the design city project. Byung-ryul Lee, head of the 

department mentioned, “Seoul did not have the distinctive international image before. To 

identify Seoul as a unique city, we have conducted projects such as selecting the city 

color, creating the exclusive typography, and designing the symbol of Seoul.” Seoul City 
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chose Haechi which is a modified image of Haetae as an icon for international marketing, 

and then selected the symbolic color of Seoul. Haetae is a traditional imaginary figure of 

the guardian against fire and disasters. Lee added, “Now, we have established the 

foundation of a unique identity of Seoul; one that is comparable to any major 

international cities.  

The main projects of ‘Design Seoul’ as a whole include revitalizing projects of 

mountains, river and streets which are the basic elements of the city. Namsan Park 

Rehabilitation Project and Hangang Renaissance Project are the examples of these 

projects. Seoul Metropolitan Government is recently setting the basic plan for 

reconstructing Seoul's scenery. The government has completed its guidelines for five 

areas such as public areas, outdoor advertisements, public buildings, public facilities, and 

public visual media. The government is also in the middle of designing the master plan 

for the city’s sky line.  

The idea of reshaping Seoul, the city of 10 million populations and the capital city of 

South Korea, is originated from self-reflection of the past which did not overcome the 

20th century’s perspectives. 

During the 20th century, Korea had focused on the development itself. In other 

words, most architecture was built just for functions of them. There had been no mental 

room to people for decorating space. Thus, the countenance of Seoul and other large 

cities has been lack in architectural harmony. 

Hongkyung Shin, professor of College of Fine Arts at Kyungwon University is one of 

the positive and influential supporters for such city renovation. “Seoul is a unique 

metropolis harmonized with mountains and river such as Namsan and Hangang. So far, 

we only have had economic motivation in developing Seoul. But now, we are regretting 
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that we have never considered the environment where the quality of life can be aligned 

with humanity in the past.”  

In July 2007, Seoul Metropolitan Government and ENSAD, a French national design 

school, signed an MOU on mutual exchange and cooperation, which represents Seoul 

City’s desire for space design. ENSAD was founded in the 1500’s confirmed by Louis 

XV and has its renowned international reputation. In addition, Seoul was acknowledged 

its effort to reform the design city, and was designated as the ‘World Design Capital 

(WDC) 2010’ by the International Council of Societies of Industrial Design in San 

Francisco on October 20th, 2007.  

The city space design at the district-level becomes active. Lots of small provinces in 

the city of Seoul tried to answer the question, “How will we be able to renovate the 

streets of Seoul into a fresh and harmonious unity?” 

 Gangnam-gu Office, the richest district of Seoul, launched a massive signboard 

control project in the commercial zones. An insider of Gangnam-gu Office mentioned, 

“The first thing you can see on the street is street signs. If street signs look disorderedly 

placed, the whole street looks chaotic. The regulation stated that each store should have 

only one outdoor signboard in Apgujeong and Daechi-dong starting October 2006, and 

newly registered stores from then on must also follow such regulations. Hyunsu Son, the 

head officer in Gangnam-gu Office said, “At first, the business owners complained that a 

single signboard could not attract customers. But once they changed the signboards, the 

building looks cleaner and better and business owner liked the change.” 

There is an additional effect. The one business one signboard project helps to save 

energy compared to when stores had two or three signboards. The active engagement of 

district offices as well as Seoul Metropolitan Government is actually encouraged by the 

successful Cheonggyecheon restoration project. The project took two years and three 
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months to be completed and it cost 386.7 billion won (approximately four hundred 

million dollars).  

The establishment of the Cheonggyecheon, a river like waterway, was beyond simply 

making the water run through the heart of the city. Seoul City began to consider the 

importance of enhancing the quality of environment, whereas the city government 

overlooked the quality and encouraged the city’s expansion in quantity.  

At Cheonggyecheon, a benchmark of the river walk in San Antonio, citizens said, “I 

feel irritated and tired in everyday life, but I feel pleasure when I put my feet in the 

running water with my kids.” 

In San Antonio, a river runs through the city of numerous buildings that stand along 

the river. Gracefully winding walkways are constructed along the river creating a 

patchwork of modernism and nature combined in harmony. Cheonggyecheon 

benchmarked such intentions from San Antonio. Cheon literally means a small creek in 

Korean. 

Now, Cheonggyecheon has become a new benchmark of urban regeneration for Los 

Angeles, India, and Britain, inviting officials from all over the world to come visit the 

stream. The mayor of Freiburg, so called the environmental capital in Germany also 

admired the Cheonggyecheon project.  

  

The Revolution of House Design 

  

Ever since the uprising construction of apartments in 1970s, many Koreans desired to 

own an apartment as a symbol of wealth and stability. Therefore, the demography of the 

South Korean population is easily determined by the number of occupied apartment 

housings. Apartments, which take over 40 percentage of entire Korea housing, are very 
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important in the Korean residential history. The apartments, however, were estimated 

lack of space aesthetics since all of its uniform constructions. 

 Recently, the trend has changed. In the past, as soon as apartments were out for 

lease, they were sold out instantly. However, those ages are now over and the apartment 

real-estate market is the age of intense competition. It is the design that construction 

companies choose for their survival in this real-estate competition. Kumho Engineering 

& Construction induced positive responses in the market with various artistic designs 

compensating soullessness of apartments. In the past, people only cared about the 

location and the size of apartments, but today the design decides the value of apartments.  

 Every construction company has developed considerably so it is hard to find the 

technical differences among them. Thus, they focus more on the design of apartments and 

they try to be distinctive through the design.  

In the past, it was the age of technical competition, but it is now the demands are for 

the distinctive designs and relaxing atmosphere.  

 Kolon E&C implied a concept of book within its apartment called 'Book City´. 

Kolon E&C built a bookshelf in front of a table creating a space for reading books. In a 

way, a library is built within the living room. Family can now gather in the library living 

room to read books and hold casual discussions. The meaning of a living room no longer 

carries the cliché concept of a couch and television but now an area where family can 

truly bond; the way how a real living room should be. 

Seokgyu Woo, a director of Kolon E&C mentioned, “Residential Culture has 

changed. Families are lacking in unity because of growing digital advancements and 

strong individualization. Children and parents spend hours looking into their PCs instead 

a spending time with family. A home is place for living and bonding together, but such 
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essential purpose hard to be found these.  So I decided to adopt the concept of reading 

during dinner time where family members get together to recover the family bonding.” 

Another construction company GS E&C created a design committee. Several design 

experts joined the committee to discuss and advice one another how to decorate the new 

apartments of GS E&C. The company has now realized that an apartment or architecture 

is a commodity that is affected by its design. It is no longer just a mechanical structure. 

According to sociologists, introduction of apartments to the Korean society is one of the 

main reasons that dismissed the traditional concept of family. Construction companies try 

to challenge this situation in order to regenerate the intimate relationship amongst family 

members.  

  

 Bright Office and Hilarious Workers 

  

It is not only homes that try to change the space atmosphere. The employees of Nexus 

Community Inc, which develops software for call centers, changed the office 

environment revolutionarily when they moved to the new building. The entrance of this 

new building is exclusive. Following the hallway which looks like Broadway in New 

York, various public lounges are decorated, New York being their benchmark. On the 

lockers of the hallway are pictures of Broadway to Time Square, which creates the 

atmosphere of New York. Each conference room is designed according to famous 

musical themes such as Cats, Miss Saigon and Les Miserables.  

The CEO Jaehyun Yang of this corporation said, “New York is a benchmark where 

arts and city is perfectly harmonized. Our company makes products for economic 

benefits. But they would have more values once the idea of art is embodied into our 

products. This is why I decided to model the artistic atmosphere of Manhattan.”  
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Yang believes that once his employees are provided with such an inspiring 

atmosphere of art and comfort, his employees will enhance in their productivity in 

producing better ideas and better products. Yang hopes to witness great results from such 

measures taken. The employees quote, “Now we can concentrate on our work during 

work hours, and refresh our brains during the break. The change in atmosphere leads 

higher work efficiency.” 

When the international dot-com, Google, designed its office space, they hired 

anthropologists in order to heighten the work efficiency of the employees rather than the 

purpose of renovating the work atmosphere into something just aesthetic. 

Anthropologists discovered through ‘participant observation’ how people work, what 

kinds of space is needed for Google, and how the spaces should be arranged. Google 

evaluates that they have noticed a higher productivity, high concentration and less 

fatigues of the employees.  

Lotte Department Store in Ilsan Gyeonggi has an ecological garden park on the top of 

the building. Ever since they constructed the ecological park, more family customers 

have visited the store and the sales have increased. It also prevents solar radiation from 

heating the building during the summer, increases temperatures a slightly during the 

winter, and all in all saves energy. The renovation of building top earned a prize at the 

International Ecological Park contest sponsored by the Ministry of Education, culture, 

sports, science and technology of Japan in July 2007.  

  

Evolution of Public Spaces  
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A change in perception of space can be seen in public offices. Leading such 

movement, the Ministry of Culture, Tourism and Sports has designed and built a main 

entrance exceeding any commercial cultural studio. 

 A concept of interior was 'communication' leaving out typical resemblance to public 

offices' authoritative design. 

 The ministry renovated its entrance space more colorfully and built several amusing 

decorations. It is much different from other government facilities.  

 The concept of design is gradually shaping for schools. Professor Chun Jinhee from 

design department of Sangmyung University leads the design innovation in daycare 

facilities. A daycare center commonly known as 'Children House' not only strives for 

education but for general upbringing of children. In this context, he speaks that such goal 

requires a design capable of fostering an efficient education and a provision of 

comfortable settings of that at a home. Meaning that one must build a visually 

entertaining space in which the children would long to stay longer. In other words, such 

space requires a considerate and thoughtful designers and managers.  

In this mindset, Professor Chun has implemented several daycare facilities with 

designs in regards to the educational affect. Kangdong Gu daycare center targeting 29 

children in the age of 1 to 3 implemented a restroom in the center of the building for 

those with limited mobility. Another daycare center with capacity of 50 children in age of 

0-5 has painted every room in different colors to enable youngsters to differentiate one 

room from another. 

Professor Chun claims that, "Dividing educational space from playground portion 

enhances children's ability to concentrate thus increasing their learning progress; having 

children's art work gallery as part of the interior increases their active participation and 
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social skills. Also the restrooms are designed in a fun and attractive theme in order to 

gain the children’s attention.  

Though appropriately positioning the indoor play-sets we were able to build an indoor 

playground, providing a place for children could interact with one another and help 

develop his or her social skills. 

 The DongKuk University Library retains an extensively open area that offers the 

visitors a clear and cooling sensation; no doubt most students welcomed the change 

 One student quotes, "The interior doesn't have any extensive lighting; however the 

center of the building is bright. Besides, we have a great view from the window on that 

side. The library is not any larger than other universities, but located in the highlands 

with a number of windows create an open atmosphere. Because of these reasons we also 

hold concert within the building." 

The designer of the library says, "Atrium ceiling allows the natural lighting in the 

building from the daylight. Also walking up and down from the staircase allows each 

individual to see about the general structure of the library, which gives a clear 

understanding of different routes for different purposes within the facility.  

The biggest significance in the library lies in the arrangement of books and articles. 

The other benefit this library offers is the convenient walk ways in between the library 

materials and reading areas."  

  

The Playground for Children 

  

Recently, designing a playground area has been a part of the main focus as 

consideration for renovating schools increased. Seoul City has drafted and implemented a 

plan of renovating three hundred playgrounds over ten years in age. Starting this year, the 
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city will work on hundred playgrounds a year and a total of three hundred playgrounds 

until 2010.  

Seoul's Green City director, Mr. Ahn Seung-il quotes, "A large portion of the 

children's playground is designed and neglected as a useless area. In most cases these 

areas are inadequately spaced only distributed with a couple of swings and sliding beds; 

quite unsanitary from lack of attention; during the dark it becomes a teen smoking area.  

Consequently it is becoming more deserted by children." 

Also Seoul City has sponsored a public advertisement of post-college students and 

design firms in efforts to transform the deserted public playgrounds into an innovating 

area. Seoul City wants to modify this area into a place where it serves attract the interest 

of children and to stimulate their curiosity and imagination. 

Amongst the participating artist, 'ease PMP Space' has submitted a design of a pizza-

shaped framework. The representative from the firm says, "the juvenile-level of creative 

thinking, 'who could eat a pizza this big?' has initiated this design. A child's fairy tale or 

creativity could be directly implemented in the playgrounds." 

A design team has set a goal to establish a playground that triggers children' interests 

as if youngsters are invited to 'Gulliver's Travel' a fairy tale, just as title of this event 

'Imaginary playground' advocates. 

In the actual design, the playground is divided into four areas. Some has giant 

vegetable shaped buried half into the ground, and some other has dish-shaped 

frameworks surrounded by grass. All these designs are focused on the provision of a 

place where a child could feel open and comfortable to fantasize. 

Representative Kim says, "Playgrounds in South Korea suffers from mundane designs 

of a swing, seesaw, a horizontal bar and sand ground. From what I have seen in Germany, 

they had implemented a simple but a creative design that connects with children's way of 
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thinking; such as an apple box, a log-shaped framework that could be applied to variety 

ways of play thus assisting children to expand their creative thinking." 

  

Space Design to Revitalize a City 

  

A French international school in Sadangdong, Seoul is somewhat different. They 

have developed a design apart from an ordinary uniformity into a high ceiling structure 

with windows, a globe installed in every corner, and a hallway in a round shape. The 

designer of this school is David Jalicon, active French architect in South Korea for 

several years. 

Mr. Jalicon quotes, "A space determines the interest level of the area so I have 

adopted circular shapes rather than horizontal and vertical. As the design speaks itself, I 

wanted to convey the idea that the world is not limited to anyone, but an unlimited 

amount of space that straight-lined designs cannot portray." 

"Korean school buildings are a mere piece of stone. There are no efforts to improve 

the quality size and efficiency is all that it matters. French schools are different; all 

designs are uniquely elaborated by different designers. Therefore independence in design 

is guaranteed. Functions are important, but more can be provided for children from a 

good design in architecture." 

A trend in modern age of the 20th centuries has transit itself into an age of 

'communication' in the 21st century. The meaning of space is gradually changing; people 

now seek an atmosphere of bonding interaction, creativity and efficiency rather and a 

space for an individual to simply perform their duty. In accordance with this movement, 

urban settings and government official buildings are undergoing such transformation. 
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Space in the 21st Century is not merely a tool for living. It is now a creative shelter to 

upgrade one’s life within it. This wave of change that craves creativity and change for the 

best will improve Seoul city’s environment and will soon positively affect the Koreans’ 

lives in their stressful life pattern that the 21st century brings upon them. 

 

The Melting Pot of Foreign Workers in South Korean Cities 

 

Ansan, the Melting Pot of South Korea 

 

The city of Ansan is located 50 kilometers south of Seoul. Seoul is the largest city in 

South Korea. Seoul has 12 million people, which is more than New York City. Ansan is 

one of the several satellite cities of Seoul with a population of 300,000 people. Ansan has 

been referred to as “the borderless village.” People living in Ansan gather from 58 

different countries. Like New York, it is considered a cosmopolitan city.  

Near the Ansan subway station, there are Chinese, Vietnamese, and Russian grocery 

stores and 83 Asian restaurants that serve diverse foods such as Pakistan, Mongolian, and 

Nepali cuisines. Ganess Rajal, who runs an Indian-Nepali restaurant called “Kantipur,” is 

a Nepalese citizen who arrived in Seoul in 1999 as an industrial trainee and opened his 

restaurant in 2002. He says, “I am happy to live in Ansan, but generosity is the key 

because different cultures have collided here.” 

Ansan is a bed town in which numerous foreign workers live. They work in factories 

of the Banwol and Shiwha industrial complexes close to Ansan. There are over 7500 

factories in Banwol and Shiwha. Factories employ about 180,000 workers from in and 

out of Korea. The main industries include machinery, textile, chemical, electrical and 

electronics.  
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Many factory owners want the cheap labor of foreign workers. Thus, many foreign 

people come to Korea searching for a Korean dream. They are mainly from 

underdeveloped countries in Asia. Many of them settle in Ansan. According to the Ansan 

city office, foreigners in Ansan number at least 33,000. The real number may exceed 

70,000 because illegal workers are not included in the official record.  

In particular, Wongok province has become a district where most foreigners live. 

Three out of five people in Wongok are foreigners. Chinese, Vietnamese, Filipinos, 

Indonesians, Thais and Mongolians all live together. The center for foreign residents in 

Ansan opened in March last year. There, more than 30 different national flags are 

displayed. The center helps foreign people to settle well in the city and advises them on 

matters of labor, family and health.  

The fusion of foreign cultures in Ansan is widespread. If you go to a karaoke room in 

Ansan, you will find song tracks from six or seven different languages. The city of Ansan 

designated Wongok province as a “multi-cultural experience zone” and built a council to 

address the various cultures. The city has tried to develop a unique form of Ansan’s 

multi-cultural atmosphere. Changmo Kim, the chief of the center, says, “Ansan can be a 

model for racial harmony and moving beyond racial discrimination in Asia.” 

 

The New Phase of South Korean Society 

 

In fact, this kind of multi-cultural phenomenon is strange in Korea. Korea has been a 

nation of one ethnic group throughout its 5,000-year history. The kinds of racial problems 

of the United States have historically been unfamiliar in Korea. Last year, however, the 

UN Human Rights Commission demanded that Korea cease to use the phrase “single 

ethnic nation” because South Korea is not a single ethnic nation any longer. Moreover, 
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the phrase connotes racial discrimination. Anwar Kamal, special reporter of the UN, said, 

“The phrase implies that other ethnicities are negative.” 

South Korea is not a single ethnic nation statistically. The number of workers from 

Southeast Asia and China has increased greatly in the last 10 years. Of course, the 

Korean race is still the mainstream. However, the total population of foreigners in Korea 

is now up to 1,170,000. The proportion of foreigners amounts to 2.4 percent of the total 

population. Korea has a 48 million population. In 1980, the proportion of foreigners was 

just 0.1 percent. In 1990, it was only 1.1 percent. The Women’s Policy Research Institute 

predicted that the proportion of foreigners in Korea will rise up to five percentage of the 

total population in 2020 and 9.2 percentage in 2050. 

South Korea is still not as diverse as the U.S., which has a population of thirty percent 

minorities over all. However, South Korea’s diversity is growing. Japan, which is 

considered more open to foreign cultures than Korea, has just 1.5 percentage of 

foreigners of the total population. The rapid change of foreign population in Korea is an 

interesting topic. 

The reason behind Korea’s recent emergence as a multiracial nation is mainly 

economics. As industries thrive and create increased participation by labor unions, low-

wage businesses have begun the trend of importing cheap labor from abroad. Because 

low-end jobs do not require a lot of time to teach, it was acceptable for companies to hire 

foreign workers as long as the asking price was half that of their Korean competitors. Of 

the foreigners currently residing in Korea, half (approximately 500,000) are manual 

laborers. Including the number of illegal workers, the Ministry of Justice estimates that 

the total number of foreigners in Korea is approximately 700,000. 

For example, jobs predominantly occupied by Hispanics and African-Americans in 

the U.S. are comparable to those occupied by Southeast Asians and Chinese in Korea. In 
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restaurants, waitresses are usually Chinese-Koreans. Live-in baby-sitters working for 

two-income families are also of foreign backgrounds. The explanation is that finding a 

native Korean who is willing to look after stranger’s baby at a similar price is hard to 

come by. China makes up the largest foreign population living in Korea with a population 

of 440,000 followed by the United States (12%), Vietnam (6%), the Philippines (5%) and 

Thailand (4%). Most of these are low-income manual laborers. 

 

The Impact of Economic Factors on the Rise of Foreigners 

 

Korea’s economic strategy also played a role in the recent influx of foreigners 

workers into the peninsula. Korea possesses very few natural resources, ranking 80th in 

the world. Therefore, Korea’s efforts to build its economy around exported goods 

contributed to the rise in foreign residents. With increased interaction between Korea and 

the global community, foreign branch offices, investors, investment banks (e.g., 

Goldman-Sachs, Morgan Stanley, Lehman Brothers) and prominent US industries (e.g., 

General Electric, Boeing, Microsoft, Yahoo, Google) flooded Korea’s domestic market. 

In order to receive these overseas investments, the study of English and foreign language 

institutes became the rage, raising the demand for foreign instructors and raising the 

number of foreign residents.  

The Eighth U.S. Army has also played a played contributing role. Stationed in Korea 

since 1953, American troops currently number 60,000 here. It can be argued that they 

played a key role in injecting foreign cultures into Korea. In Seoul, Itaewon is the oldest 

residence center for foreigners. Currently, there are 30,000 native instructors residing in 

Korea. Although the majority of them are Americans, Canadian and English instructors 

make up a large portion as well. 
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Due to the increased influx in foreigners, changes in Korean society have also been 

noted.  

Concentrated areas of foreign residence are slowly taking shape. In Banpo-dong, 

there is Seoul Western Village and French Village. In eastern Icheon-dong, there is Little 

Tokyo. In Hyewha-dong, there is Philippine Street and in Karibong-dong, there is 

Chinese-Korean town. Due to its proximity to U.S. bases, Itaewon has modeled its 

buildings like American architecture. Soon, these changes were followed by European 

and Central Asian restaurants setting up shop. Today, Itaewon is known for its multi-

cultural characteristics. 

The increased population of foreigners has also changed Korean culture. When the 

concept of racial homogeneity was deeply rooted among Koreans, international marriage 

was somewhat akin to attitudes in the U.S. when a Caucasian marrying a person of 

African descent when racial discrimination was the norm. In the past, parents frowned 

upon international marriage and viewed it as a disgrace to the family. In addition, mixed-

race children would be ostracized by the entire village. In the past ten years, however, 

this perception has changed. International marriages (39,700 marriages) now make up 

11.9% of total marriages (333,000 marriages). Compared to 50,000 marriages ten years 

ago, this number has increased sevenfold. The most common interracial marriages occur 

with Chinese people (55,042) with Vietnamese (21,513), Japanese (5,297), and Filipinos 

(4,881) occurring in decreasing order. 

As single farmers find it increasingly difficult to get married, the business of linking 

these bachelors with women abroad (i.e., Vietnam) has blossomed since 2000. The reason 

behind this trend is because Korean women no longer find bachelors employed in the 

agricultural sector as attractive prospects. 
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In the past, children born from international marriages were called “tweegi,” a vulgar 

Korean term for a mule. This word has a contemptuous connotation to it. These children 

were often unable to be accepted into their communities and unable to leave the country. 

Many experts agree that if the Pittsburgh Steelers’ Heinz Ward (the son of a Korean 

woman and an American Eighth Army soldier) had grown up in Korea, he would never 

have been able to endure the discrimination and may have ended up as a social 

delinquent. The rise in fame of actor Daniel Henney, a child of mixed race who cannot 

speak fluent Korean, demonstrates how much foreign culture has been embraced by the 

Korean society. 

 

The Exclusivity of Korean Society 

 

However, there is still a long way to go. Because the principle of pure blood has been 

a longstanding aspect of Korean tradition, there still exists an unfriendly attitude towards 

foreigners. In Korea, there is no “Chinatown.” Despite the proximity of the two countries, 

the absence of a Chinatown illustrates the difficulties foreigners face in establishing an 

international community in Korea. Koreans do not look favorably upon Chinese forming 

a sphere of influence. After a racial discrimination evaluation carried out by a Swiss 

organization, Korea ranked 51st among 55 countries. 

Although the number of foreigners in Korea is rising, the intermingling between the 

two populations is still a task that needs to be solved. According to Ms. Kim from the 

Ansan immigration center, “Koreans have yet to accept foreigners as their friends. 

Having one Korean friend is a great feat for foreigners.” Ten-year-old Chechek, a 

Mongolian and Korean mixed-race child, hates going to school. At school his 

schoolmates tease him by asking questions such as “Does the sun rise in Mongolia?” and 
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“Do you come to school by horse?” These ignorant questions stem from Mongolia’s low 

gross national product (GNP), which is only a tenth of Korea’s and the historical fact that 

the Mongolian people were once nomadic travelers who relied on horses.  

Because of these discriminating factors, the number of degree-holding multi-cultural 

families is only one-eighth of Korean families. Korea’s unpreparedness to accept foreign 

cultures and ethnic groups is evident. Professor Lee of Sookmyung University states, 

“The injection of foreign cultures into Korea is occurring at a phenomenal pace yet 

Korea’s ability to absorb and embrace them is only ostensible.” Mixed race people are 

also exempt from military service (in Korea all adolescents need to serve two mandatory 

years in the Army). While their nationality is Korean, there are fears that these people 

will face discrimination while in the Army due to their ethnic backgrounds.  

In a research report requested by a member of the National Assembly, Yoo Seonho, 

79% of Koreans agreed that Korea had entered the international age. 88.1% surveyed, 

however, believed that racial discrimination was a persistent problem in Korea. 90.7% 

were favorable towards foreign tourists while only 66.2% towards foreign laborers. In 

essence, a double standard exists among Koreans. 

If Korea is unable solve this clash of civilizations it will end in a tragedy. “I can't wait 

to return to Vietnam. I am especially looking forward to meeting my mother and my 

friends. But I wonder what people will say about me returning home one month after my 

marriage? Honestly, I don’t care. I’m just worried my mother will be sad and 

disappointed with me.” This is an excerpt from Ms. Lan’s diary. Her husband’s 

harassment over her lack of fluency with the Korean language was recorded in her diary. 

In addition, he beat her often when she could not keep up with his speech. In February of 

2008, Ms. Lan threw herself from her apartment unable to bear her husband’s beatings. 
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In the case of international marriages, the inability to overcome cultural or language 

differences have often ended in divorce. The average fee a Korean male pays match-

making companies is around 20,000 dollars. 1,361 international brides were willing to 

give up their Korean nationality to return home and according to a Honam university 

survey, 46.6% wanted a divorce. Language barriers further compound the issue. In a 

research survey conducted by Korea’s National Institute of Health, domestic violence 

was 15% higher among international families. 

There are even various internet websites that insist on banishment of illegal aliens. So 

called Korean skinheads post congratulatory remarks when illegal aliens become caught 

and banished and they often instigate racism in Korea. They post articles titled “Yeah~ 

ten Bangladesh bastards have been banished” without hesitance. This internet community 

webmaster asserts that placing illegal aliens under the application of proper laws is not 

racism. Mr. Hwang from China was bullied at the Seoul Subway construction area by 

Korean workers and was insulted when they started chanting, “Go back to China.” This 

kind of antipathy towards illegal aliens is expressed often by Korean workers. 

In terms of this social issue, Professor Jin at Chungang University illustrates that this 

anti-foreigner tendency is related to the unemployment rate. Germany used to have the 

same situation during the difficult economic time before World War II. Attorney Chung 

demonstrates that frustration with unemployment often bursts into hatred. It can be 

analyzed that they try to stop their current pain by creating imaginary foes. 

The average rate of foreign workers in Korea is very low (0.8 percent) compared to 

other OECD countries. Compared to other countries (10.5 percent for Austria, 9.0 percent 

for the U.S., 5.7 percent for the United Kingdom, and 1.4 percent for Finland), Korea’s 

rate of foreign workers will possibly increase in the future. The rate is the lowest except 

Hungary (0.8 percent) and Japan (0.3 percent).  
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Another reason for the anti-foreigner aggression is the increase of crimes caused by 

foreigners. This stirs up anger in the Korean population toward foreigners. Foreigners’ 

intended crimes increased from 1,660 in 2004 to 4,536 in 2007. 

 

The Two Faces of Koreans  

 

As a matter of fact, two faces exist behind this issue. Koreans are often described to 

be very kind to foreigners who are from Caucasian Europe and the States while being 

rude and obsessed with money when they meet South East Asians and Chinese working 

as physical laborers.  

An African American English teacher searching for a job was very uncomfortable 

because an English institution in Korea he applied to posted that they were looking for a 

“white teacher only.” The English institution sent an e-mail to him that explained their 

company was only looking for white people and that Korea was a racist country so the 

applicant shouldn’t take it personally.  

A fitness center in Kyounggi Province posts at the gate that South East Asians are not 

allowed, but eventually the post was removed due to complaints. Professor Bang at Ewha 

Women’s University lectured regarding his psychology research on the preference of 

race. The result was that Koreans preferred whites, blacks, and South East Asians in 

descending order and that their preference for whites was twice as much as the other two 

combined.   

Former Minister of Culture Lee points out that “White Wannabeism,” which means 

that people want to mimic white culture, has been surging in Japan and Korea. Asians 

watch themselves through Western eyes. If I take a quote from Panong, yellow-skinned 

people are wearing white masks. Professor Yoon, a sociologist, comments that Korea 
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ranks its awareness by race and economic development. Therefore, Koreans judge 

foreigners by their standards in these factors. It is a phenomenon that can be referred to as 

“GNP Racism.”  

Judo fighter Chu was naturalized as a Korean citizen but moved back to Japan. In an 

interview, he said he was desperate to be selected as a member of the Korean national 

team and had enough skills, but was always kept off the team. He realized that the reason 

was the Korean team’s partiality for ethnic Korean Judo fighters. After a while, he moved 

back to Japan and became a national Judo player for Japan.  

 

The 21st Century’s Korean Way to Multi-cultural Society 

 

Koreans used to have no worries about inclusion or the merger of culture. Although 

Koreans absorbed Western pop culture, it was at the abstract level, not a factor to be 

focused on during daily life. However, now it is different. Problems about race and 

cultural variety have become an issue that should be considered not only by Koreans 

overseas but Koreans in Korea. Koreans need more generosity and they need to 

understand other cultures with more effort. This is essential to Korean society as we 

become a more multi-racial community. Professor Chun of Seoul National University 

said, “Korea is about to have racism as a serious problem, not just regional 

discriminations.” Unless we can address the problems and focus on a solution, this 

prediction will come true. Head of Foreign Workers Council Chung Seung Lee asserts 

that the United States that gives equal opportunity to immigrants is a good example to 

learn. Deputy of Seoul-Kyunggi-Incheon Immigrants Labor Union said that President 

Obama being elected serves as a momentum for us to review blood purism and racism in 

Korean society. Professor Kim in Yonsei University lecturing Politics and Diplomacy 
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states that we are now living in a country that communication for harmony is needed, not 

forced integration in terms of race, culture, religion and nations. 
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